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STRANDS:
TEK # and Student
Expectation

STRAND 1: DEVELOPING AND SUSTAINING FOUNDATIONAL LANGUAGE SKILLS.

6.1: Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, discussion, and thinking
– ORAL LANGUAGE. The student develops oral language through listening, speaking, and discussion.
Students are expected to:

6.1(A) listen actively to interpret a message, ask clarifying questions, and respond appropriately
6.1(B) follow and give oral instructions that include multiple action steps
6.1(D) participate in student-led discussions by eliciting and considering suggestions from other group
members, taking notes, and identifying points of agreement and disagreement

6.2: Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and
thinking – VOCABULARY. The student uses newly acquired vocabulary expressively.

6.3: Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and
thinking – FLUENCY. The student reads grade-level text with fluency and comprehension. Students are
expected to:

6.3(A) adjust fluency when reading grade-level text based on the reading purpose

6.4: Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and
thinking – SELF-SUSTAINED READING. The student reads grade-level text with fluency and
comprehension. Students are expected to:

6.4(A) self-select text and read independently for a sustained period of time

STRAND 2: COMPREHENSION SKILLS.

6.5: Comprehension skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts. The
student uses metacognitive skills to both develop and deepen COMPREHENSION of increasingly
complex texts Students are expected to:

6.5(A) establish purpose for reading assigned and self-selected texts
6.5(B) generate questions about text before, during, and after reading to deepen understanding and gain
information
6.5(C) make, correct, or confirm predictions using text features, characteristics of genre, and structures
6.5(D) create mental images to deepen understanding
6.5(E)make connections to personal experiences, ideas in other texts and society
6.5(F) make inferences and use evidence to support understanding
6.5(I) monitor comprehension and make adjustments such as re-reading, using background knowledge,
asking questions, and annotation when understanding breaks down

STRAND 3: RESPONSE SKILLS.



6.6: Response skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts. The student
RESPONDS to an increasingly challenging variety of sources that are read, heard, or viewed. Students
are expected to:

6.6(A) describe personal connections to a variety of sources including self-selected texts
6.6(B) write responses that demonstrate understanding of texts, including comparing sources within and
across genres
6.6(C) use text evidence to support and appropriate response
6.6(D) paraphrase and summarize texts in ways that maintain meaning and logical order
6.6(E) interact with sources in meaningful ways such as note taking, annotating, freewriting, or illustrating

STRAND 4: MULTIPLE GENRES.

6.7: Multiple genres: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – LITERARY
ELEMENTS. The student recognizes and analyzes literary elements within and across increasingly
complex traditional, contemporary, classical, and diverse literary texts.

6.8: Multiple genres: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – GENRES.
The student recognizes and analyzes genre-specific characteristics, structures, and purposes within and
across increasingly complex traditional, contemporary, classical, and diverse texts.

STRAND 5: AUTHOR’S PURPOSE AND CRAFT.

6.9: Author’s purpose and craft: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using MULTIPLE
TEXTS. The student uses critical inquiry to analyze the authors’ choices and how they influence and
communicate meaning within a variety of texts. The student analyzes and applies author’s craft
purposefully in order to develop his or her own products and performances.

STRAND 6: COMPOSITION.

6.10: Composition: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – WRITING
PROCESS. The student uses the writing process recursively to compose multiple texts that are legible
and uses appropriate conventions. Students are expected to:

6.10(A) plan a first draft by selecting a genre appropriate for a particular topic, purpose, and audience
using a range of strategies such as discussion, background reading, and personal interests
6.10(B) develop drafts into a focused, structured, and coherent piece of writing by:
6.10(Bii) developing an engaging idea reflecting depth of thought with specific facts and details

6.11: Composition: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using multiple texts – GENRES. The
student uses genre characteristics and craft to compose multiple texts that are meaningful.

STRAND 7: INQUIRY AND RESEARCH.

6.12: Inquiry and research: listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking using MULTIPLE TEXTS.
The student engages in both short-term and sustained recursive inquiry processes for a variety of
purposes.

Key
Understandings

Performance Assessment Bundle #1

Reading is the act of interpreting written communication in order to deepen our understanding about the
world and learn about the thoughts and experiences of others as well as ourselves.

● Why read?
● Why is it important to read a variety of texts?



● How do the conventions of language help me understand what I am reading?
● How does reading impact my thoughts and perspectives?
● What can I do to become a better reader?

 Readers use comprehension strategies to construct meaning.

● How do I understand what I read?
● What practices/skills help me understand texts?
● How do I determine which strategies are best to comprehend a specific text?

 Readers can convey their understanding through a variety of responses.

● What types of responses can demonstrate my understanding?
● How can I construct a response that clearly demonstrates my understanding?

 Readers can enhance understanding of a text by examining and analyzing author’s craft.

● How do I examine and analyze author’s craft when reading a text?
● How do a writer’s choices in craft impact meaning?

Performance Assessment Bundle #2 

Reading and writing are reciprocal processes that reinforce one another and strengthen skills necessary for
each.

● What is the relationship between reading and writing?
● How does reading help me write?
● How does writing help me read?

Reading is the act of interpreting written communication in order to deepen our understanding about the
world and learn about the thoughts and experiences of others as well as ourselves.

● Why read?
● What can I do to become a better reader?

Effective oral language helps me express ideas, thoughts, and feelings with others and understand what
others think and feel.

● Why do I speak?
● Why do I listen?
● How do I effectively communicate my ideas, thoughts, and feelings?

Performance Assessment Bundle #3

Reading and writing are reciprocal processes that reinforce one another and strengthen skills necessary for
each.

● What is the relationship between reading and writing?
● How does reading help me write?
● How does writing help me read?

Writing is the act of using language to communicate our thoughts, the meaning of our experiences, and
our understanding of the world. 



● Why am I writing? What is my purpose, audience, topic?
● How do I write clearly and effectively using the conventions of language?
● What do I want to say? Why is it important?
● What can others learn from my writing?

Effective oral language helps me express ideas, thoughts, and feelings with others and understand what
others think and feel.

● Why do I speak?
● Why do I listen?
● How do I effectively communicate my ideas, thoughts, and feelings?

Performance Assessment Bundle #4

Writing is the act of using language to communicate our thoughts, the meaning of our experiences, and
our understanding of the world. 

● Why am I writing? What is my purpose, audience, topic?
● How do I write clearly and effectively using the conventions of language?
● What do I want to say? Why is it important?
● What can others learn from my writing?

Writing is a recursive process that includes several stages and is essential to crafting focused, coherent,
and well-developed compositions.

● What are the stages of the writing process? Why are they important?
● How do the stages of the writing process reinforce each other?

Writers make deliberate choices regarding content, language, and style to craft texts for specific purposes,
audiences, and contexts.

● What is author’s craft?
● What influences a writer’s choices regarding content, language, and style?

Misconceptions ● Some students may think there is one way to be a “good” reader or writer rather than
understanding that personalized habits and routines support their identities as readers and
writers.

● Some students may not think that their out-of-school literacy experiences develop them as
readers and writers.

Key Vocabulary ● Accuracy — reading words without errors
● Fluency —  the ability to read text at an appropriate rate, and with accuracy, expression, and

appropriate phrasing; not hurried reading
● Inference — a logical guess made by connecting bits of information
● Mental images — visualizing physical details from a text such as actions, characters, scenes, events,

and setting
● Paraphrase — restate the meaning of something in different words. Paraphrasing alters the exact

wording of the source and transmits its ideas or information without evaluation or interpretation.
● Prediction — a form of inference in which the reader gathers and analyzes details in order to anticipate

and foresee forthcoming events and information



● Summarize — to reduce large sections of text to their essential points and main idea. Note: It is
still important to attribute summarized ideas to the original source.

 Related Vocabulary:

● Engagement
● Habits

● Stamina
● Strategies

● Literacy
● Preferences
● Routines

Suggested Day
5E Model

Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources,
Notes

Day 1

August 11th
Thursday

6.1(A)
6.1(D)

Reading/Writing – ENGAGE

Framing the Lesson: We will focus on activities to make students more
informed and comfortable on the first day of school.

● Classroom Procedures, information, COVID guidelines.
● Teachers initiate a “Get to Know Me” project, i.e., initial island, avatar,

“pretend” Facebook page, etc. (Teacher’s Choice)

Framing the Lesson: I will have a better understanding of what is expected of
me on a daily basis both inside and outside the classroom.

● Classroom Procedures
and Information

● Art Project and Supplies
● Getting to Know You

Activities

Day 2

August 12th
Friday

6.1(A)
6.1(D)

Reading/Writing – ENGAGE

Framing the Lesson: We will focus on ensuring students are organized for
their successful 6th grade year.

● Students set-up their binders in order to learn successful organization
techniques when utilizing resources (DIVIDERS/TABS = resources,
vocabulary, writing, testing materials, miscellaneous).

● Honors: Introduce the outside reads and corresponding assignments, in
addition to a letter which explains the expectations when students
participate in an Honors class.

● UNIT VOCABULARY: Introduce the poetry and nonfiction vocabulary words
for the 1st 6 weeks.

● WRITING FOCUS: Students complete a grammar activity (teacher’s choice)
to determine their knowledge of grammar, spelling, and punctuation.

● Students continue working on their individual projects.

Framing the Lesson: I will have a better understanding of what is expected of
me academically in 6th grade.

● Binders
● Dividers/Tabs
● Honors Outside Read

Choices
● Honors Letter
● Reading Log
● 1st 6 Weeks Unit

Vocabulary Words
● Grammar Activity
● Art Project and Supplies

Day 3

August 15th
Monday

6.1(A)
6.1(B)
6.1(D)
6.2(A)
6.3(A)
6.4(A)
6.5(B)

Reading – ENGAGE

Framing the Lesson: We will determine how you find courage in the face of
fear.

● Focus Activity
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Introduce a new strategy each week to strengthen

student skills. (Tap & Think)
● Students answer the “Quick Start”, on page 59 of the textbook individually,

share/discuss as a class.
● Explain and discuss the concept of inferencing (teacher’s choice).

● Focus Activity:
Tips4Testing

● Textbook
● Consumable
● Dictionary
● Dictionary Entry Form
● Honors Checkpoint

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rrwyaj009KhiYKNtJagpUlU-0httynJpBjKT1eB79NY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rrwyaj009KhiYKNtJagpUlU-0httynJpBjKT1eB79NY/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zx4xVzS6dVhw0240QRtNQIwMuywynLbZ/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1crWFpvtdcUBCdxGG7fzMOgLeOzqE91tFW_FR2RiMkt4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1crWFpvtdcUBCdxGG7fzMOgLeOzqE91tFW_FR2RiMkt4/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y59lTrUg-0W1f1XmhVeXbZezUypTTTJl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y59lTrUg-0W1f1XmhVeXbZezUypTTTJl/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m8K90AXStpByjhJFDnRSSrzLoo254MED/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Pr-k_xB_p5TB8BUHUwQE0Z56CxzAg2vp/view?usp=sharing


6.5(E)
6.5(F)

● Prior to reading, as a class, preview the text to deepen understanding and
gain information.

● As a class, begin reading “The Ravine” on page 61 of the textbook.
● During reading of the first 3 paragraphs, students generate questions about

the text and make inferences with teacher assistance.
● Students stop reading on page 63 for the day.

Honors- Checkpoint 1 Choose Your Novel

Framing the Lesson: I will have a better understanding of how a person can
potentially face their fears through the reading of a text and classroom
discussion.

Writing – ENGAGE

● Introduce the concept of a dictionary entry form and the importance in
honing student dictionary skills.

● Students look up the following words in the dictionary and complete a
dictionary entry form – climax and falling action.

Day 4

August 16h

Tuesday

6.1(A)
6.1(D)
6.2(B)
6.3(A)
6.7(B)

Reading – EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will look at analyzing a character based on evidence
presented in a story.

● Focus Activity
● As a class, discuss applying the appropriate academic vocabulary

contained within “The Ravine” (fictional story).
● Remind students of the variety of ways they can analyze characters and

settings in order to ensure they have a better understanding of the story.
● As a class, continue reading “The Ravine” on page 63, and through page

67, stopping along the way to discuss vocabulary, characters, and setting.
● Explain the concept of an Adjective of Personality (AOP) and pass out AOP

smart sheet to be kept in the student binder..
● Teacher models selecting an AOP from the smart sheet that represents

his/her personality and provides text/visual evidence for support.
● As a class, select one of the characters in the story. Students individually

look through the AOP sheet, select an AOP for the character, then provide
text evidence as to why they selected that specific character trait. As a
class, discuss the different AOPs and create a list to utilize for the next
day’s lesson.

Framing the Lesson: I will understand the concept of an Adjective of
Personality (AOP) and how to determine a character’s personality based on
textual evidence.

Writing – EXPLORE

● Introduce students to sentence fragments by splitting the class into teams.
In advance, prepare a number of sentences and fragments. Show one team
the sentence/phrase and have them determine, through discussion,
whether the phrase is a sentence or fragment. Discuss the correct answer
after each team’s turn.

● Students work on the Grammar activity pertaining to sentence fragments.

● Focus Activity:
Tips4Testing

● Textbook
● Consumable
● Adjective of Personality

Reference
● Sentences and

Fragments
● Grammar Activity

Day 5

August 17th

Wednesday

Reading – EXTEND/EVALUATE

Framing the Lesson: We will learn how to summarize a piece of fiction.

● Focus Activity:
Tips4Testing

● Textbook
● Consumable

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oi3PMFS-PC3gi6fn3baMZHxKrv1zj5Hg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Oi3PMFS-PC3gi6fn3baMZHxKrv1zj5Hg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hydh2Q8sH_IlAyga0NWiLG8nlzwsHGv2/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing


6.1(A)
6.1(D)
6.3(A)
6.4(A)
6.5(i)
6.7(B)

● Focus Activity
● Review the importance of analyzing characters and setting to better

understand a story.
● Continue reading “The Ravine”, stopping throughout to look at unknown

vocabulary, character growth, and how the setting changes and its effect on
the story.

● As a class, discuss the “aha” moment in the story.
● Reference the character discussed yesterday and determine if there are

any new AOPs to add to the list.
● Introduce the concept of summarizing a story through the

Somebody-Wanted To-But-So-Then method.
● Check student understanding and comprehension of “The Ravine” through

a quiz, class discussion, game, etc. (teacher choice).

Framing the Lesson: I will attempt to summarize a fictional story using the
Somebody-Wanted To-But-So-Then method.

Writing – EXTEND

● Students continue working on the INSTAGRAMMAR in order to further
expand their knowledge of sentence fragments.

● Summarizing Template
● “The Ravine” Evaluation
● Instagrammar

Day 6

August 18th
Thursday

6.1(A)
6.1(D)
6.2(B)
6.3(A)
6.5(C)
6.6(D)
6.8(Diii)

Reading – EXTEND

Framing the Lesson: We will learn how to begin an effective summary of
nonfiction text.

● Focus Activity
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Reinforce the strategy introduced this week.
● As a class, complete the “Quick Start” activity in the textbook on page 47

pertaining to the article entitled, “Embarrassed?”
● Prior to reading the text, as a class, make predictions as to what the article

will be about.
● Discuss the critical vocabulary.
● Show students the chart from the teacher’s edition on analyzing

organizational patterns. Briefly discuss the types of nonfiction text students
will be encountering this year – cause and effect, compare and contrast,
problem and solution, sequence, and description – in addition to the ones
contained on the chart (definition, classification, advantage and
disadvantage). Ask students to think about the organizational pattern of the
text during reading.

● The teacher will share a personal experience about a time they were
embarrassed.

● During reading, ask students to write down any questions they may have
pertaining to the text.

● Read “Embarrassed” as a class, calling on students to read sentences or
paragraphs.

● After reading the text, ask students to make a connection: text-to-text,
text-to-self, or text-to-society, then share the connections.

● Determine 10 important words from the story – this is called the GIST.
These words can be used to formulate a summary of the story. Or use
SWBST.

● Students attempt to summarize what they have read.
● As a class, discuss the summaries and determine the strengths and

weaknesses of each submission.

Framing the Lesson: In a group, I will write a summary for nonfiction text
using the GIST.

● Focus Activity:
Tips4Testing

● Textbook
● Consumable

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kgnWXpKlpQxsG73f1hVAXqu8EjhvWHVc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10-owI55EQXQChxIquixq38-zrWGMFJNS/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing


Writing – EXTEND

● If time allows, students work on a grammar activity. Teacher Choice.

Day 7

August 19th
Friday

6.1(A)
6.1(D)
6.3(A)
6.4(A)
6.5(i)
6.8(Diii)

Reading – EXTEND/EVALUATE

Framing the Lesson: We will learn how to effectively use a graphic organizer
to compare and contrast two stories.

● Focus Activity
● Discuss why it is important to compare and contrast different types of text.
● Explain the concept of a compare and contrast graphic organizer, and when

using this type of graphic organizer, you need to dig deeper to find out
similarities and differences, instead of simply focusing on the obvious.

● As a class, students compare and contrast the “The Ravine” and
“Embarrassed?” through the use of a graphic organizer (HMH).

● Students participate in another Teacher Choice graphic organizer activity.

Honors- Checkpoint 2 Sensory Imagery

Framing the Lesson: I will show how I can dig deeper into the text by using a
compare and contrast graphic organizer effectively.

Writing – EVALUATE

● Students complete an assessment on sentences vs. fragments.

● Focus Activity:
Tips4Testing

● Compare and Contrast
Graphic Organizer
(HMH)

● Textbook
● Consumable
● Sentences vs.

Fragments Assessment
(NoRedInk)

● Honors Checkpoint

Day 8
August 22nd
Monday

6.1(A)
6.1(B)
6.1(D)
6.3(A)
6.4(A)
6.5(A)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(I)
6.6(A)
6.6(C)
6.6(E)

Reading – ENGAGE/EXPLORE
Framing the Lesson: We will make TEXT-to-SELF, TEXT-to-TEXT, and
TEXT-to-SOCIETY connections.

● Focus Activity: Literary Nonfiction Day 1
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Introduce a new strategy each week to

strengthen student skills. (Tap & Think)
● Show students the photo from page 93, Unit 3 in Escalate English

entitled, “Dealing with Disaster”. Ask students to describe what is
occurring in the photo.

● Using a thesaurus, ask students to determine synonyms for the word
“disaster”.

● Read students the quote by the journalist Daryn Kagan: “Bad things do
happen in the world, like war, natural disasters, disease. But out of
those situations always arise stories of ordinary people doing
extraordinary things.” Ask students – what does this quote mean?

● Discuss: how do people deal with the impact of disasters?
● As a class, read the article “The Language of Disaster” (Escalate

English, page 94) and what it means to overcome adversity.
● Show the History Channel video entitled, “The Impact of Hurricane

Katrina”.
http://www.history.com/news/the-impact-of-hurricane-katrina-10-years-l
ater

● Discuss disasters that students recall, such as 911, the shooting of the
Dallas Police Officers in 2017, etc. Ask students how people continue
on with their lives and overcome adversity.

● As a class, select one of the following articles and have students make
text-to-self, text-to-text, and text-to-society connections: “Tales of a
Sixth-Grade Skateboarder” (Escalate English, page 96), “Into the
Burning Night” (Escalate English, page 106), “Back on the Board:
Bethany Hamilton” (Escalate English, page 114). Discuss the article

● Focus Activity
● Escalate English
● Thesaurus
● Video Clip

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1_zrZzZFbM3R0K5e9gTAFHliHt3HTAEVe_oiPYN52HpQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cxhFhnLPkpObOsUCB-imdQnDRPUjRLq2/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
http://www.history.com/news/the-impact-of-hurricane-katrina-10-years-later
http://www.history.com/news/the-impact-of-hurricane-katrina-10-years-later
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sBsTWMaHu4S06UqMoZlDBmnJt0jHGJrY/view?usp=sharing


read and determine how each of the main characters overcame
adversity and survived after the disaster.

● Discuss the differences between a fictional story, memoir,
autobiography, journal entry, blog, and a personal narrative.

● Using the 10-word GIST method (selecting the 10 most important
words to describe the story) or the 5 W’s (Who, What, When, Where,
Why, How?) have each group summarize the text, then evaluate how
they are similar to the author.

Framing the Lesson: I will make a variety of valuable CONNECTIONS, in
addition to explaining the ways I am SIMILAR to and/or DIFFERENT from the
author of a specific text.

Writing – ENGAGE

● In an effort to prepare for an upcoming essay assignment, students will
focus on writing using descriptive language/sensory imagery/emotions.

● As a class, define descriptive language, sensory imagery (five senses),
and emotions.

Technology
● Discuss technology expectations with the students.
● Provide login information for certain programs used in RLA. Possible

programs may include Google Classroom, Read Theory,
HMH-Classlink, CommonLit, NewsELA, etc.

Day 9

August 23rd
Tuesday

6.1(A)
6.1(D)
6.3(A)
6.5(A)
6.5(B)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(I)
6.6(A)
6.6(B)
6.6(E)

Reading – ENGAGE/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will discuss why it is important to listen and be
heard.

● Focus Activity: Every Day Edits #1- Ederle Swims the English Channel
● As a class, students share examples of when it is important to be a good

listener and when it is important to speak your mind.
● Show students the photo from page 141, Unit 4 in Escalate English entitled,

“Making Your Voice Heard”. Ask students to describe what is occurring in
the photo.

● Read students the quote by writer Maya Angelou: “Words mean more than
what is set down on paper. It takes the human voice to infuse them with
shades of deeper meaning.” Ask students – what does this quote mean?

● Discuss: Why is it equally important to listen and to be heard?
● As a class, read the article “The Language of Expression” (Escalate

English, page 142). Discuss: what are the different ways of making your
voice heard?

● Show the speech by Kevin Costner from “McFarland USA”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiWV6dJFdZU

● As a class, discuss the impact of a meaningful speech. What is different
about really listening instead of just reading the words?

● As a class, select from the following articles in Escalate English: “Blue
Jasmine” (page 148), “Saving Animals with Compassion” (page 160),
“Saying Yes to 100 Hours” (page 164), or “Helen Keller” (page 171).
Discuss why it was important for each of these main characters to listen
and also to be heard. What impact did their words have on others?

Framing the Lesson: I will have a better understanding of the importance of
words and the meaning behind them.

Writing – EXTEND

● Focus Activity
● Escalate English
● Video Clip
● “Descriptive Writing”

Activity

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SvVmp41O4aTOCmgJ2ecFLG0YOj13s1fR/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiWV6dJFdZU
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MkIOeRh0noabndZ7Rk4DOd6RDE4ppURq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-FoMbpP1U5uxaAlb08eWp05S_Dk1W_wZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-FoMbpP1U5uxaAlb08eWp05S_Dk1W_wZ/view?usp=sharing


● In an effort to prepare for an upcoming essay assignment, students will
focus on writing using descriptive language/sensory imagery/emotions.

● Review the definitions of descriptive language, sensory imagery (five
senses), and emotions.

● Students work through the activity entitled “Descriptive Writing” where they
determine information about various paragraphs – mood/tone, five senses,
dictionary skills, synonyms/antonyms, and illustrations.

Technology
● Assign students an activity through HMH. (Teacher’s Choice)

Day 10

August 24th
Wednesday

6.1(A)
6.1(D)
6.3(A)
6.4(A)
6.10(A)
6.10(Bi)
6.10(Bii)

Reading – ENGAGE/EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will strengthen our knowledge of writing
introductions.

● Focus Activity: Literary Nonfiction Day 2
● As a class, students create a list of important decisions people are faced

with throughout their lifetime.
● Show students the photo from page 185, Unit 5 in Escalate English entitled,

“Decisions that Matter”. Ask students to describe what is occurring in the
photo.

● Read students the quote by First Lady Michelle Obama: “You can’t make
decisions based on fear and the possibility of what might happen.” Ask
students – what does this quote mean?

● Discuss: What factors are involved when making important decisions?
● As a class, read the article “The Language of uDecisions” (Escalate

English, page 186). Discuss: how do the decisions that individuals make
affect communities?

● Show the clip of the character Fear from “Inside Out”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2strQAiM0iA

● Ask students what happens when fear overtakes their decision making?

Writing – EXPLORE

● In an effort to prepare for an upcoming essay assignment, students will
focus on writing an introduction.

● Discuss the components of a personal narrative/nonfiction literary essay,
including the introduction, conclusion, and body paragraphs. Provide
students with an applicable text and ask them to label the different parts.

● As a class, read through the website on writing a personal
narrative/nonfiction literary essay.
http://www.infoplease.com/cig/writing-well/life-line-personal-narratives.html

● OR Show the Youtube video “Personal Narrative Essay” for the students.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daFHehzgl1g

●
● Introduce students to the variety of ways writers use to “hook” their

audience.
● Students practice writing 3 introductions for a personal narrative based on

the three topics introduced through Escalate English: overcoming adversity,
making their voice heard (expressing the importance of something in their
life), and making decisions that matter.

● Students offer to share their work with the class. Discuss the positive
components and challenges after each writer shares.

Framing the Lesson: I will write an effective introduction for a potential
fictional story or personal narrative.

● Focus Activity
● Escalate English
● Video Clip
● Website
● Sample Introductions

(“Hooks”)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nEjq1UxPaNqBaLw7HuNBuWY2d6_bS-we/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2strQAiM0iA
http://www.infoplease.com/cig/writing-well/life-line-personal-narratives.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daFHehzgl1g
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YzAKdVOlLH8Zh5raHh9wgBTbvZZw6lW_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nLOVAHCZI_K__mZsQ9fkvX-Iexbvr6z-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nLOVAHCZI_K__mZsQ9fkvX-Iexbvr6z-/view?usp=sharing


Technology
● Assign students an activity through HMH. (Teacher’s Choice).

Teachers have the choice to give students HMH:Growth Reading
Measure exam.

Day 11

August 25th
Thursday

6.1(A)
6.1(B)
6.1(D)
6.3(A)
6.5(A)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.5(F)
6.5(I)
6.6(B)
6.6(C)
6.6(D)

Reading/Writing – ENGAGE

Framing the Lesson: We will review 1st person, 2nd person, 3rd person limited,
and 3rd person omniscient POINTS OF VIEW.

● Focus Activity: Everyday Edits #2 - First Picture From Space
● TESTING STRATEGIES: Reinforce the strategy introduced this week.
● Introduce the story map and corresponding definitions, including PLOT,

which is the basic sequence of events in a story, and CONFLICT, which is
the opposition of persons or forces that brings about dramatic action central
to the plot of a story. In conventional stories, PLOT has three parts: rising
action, climax/turning point, and falling action.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8h4AuIWSq2Q

● Discuss CONFLICT and describe how conflict can be INTERNAL, as a
psychological conflict within a character, or EXTERNAL:
o Character vs. Self
o Character vs. Character
o Character vs. Technology
o Character vs. Supernatural
o Character vs. Nature
o Character vs. Society
o Character vs. Fate

● Ask: Why do we need to learn about the elements of plot? How does it help
us as readers?

● Hand each student an index card. Show them the “house” visual for
remembering 1st and 3rd person POINT OF VIEW and have them draw this
on their card:
o 1st person POV is when you are IN the house and part of the action.
o 3rd person POV is when you are OUTSIDE the house looking in.
o 2nd person POV is when the main character(s) are referred to with

PRONOUNS like “you” and “your”.
o 3rd person LIMITED POV is when the narrator of the story only knows

the thoughts and feelings of a SINGLE character in the story.
o 3rd person OMNISCIENT POV is when the narrator of the story knows

the thoughts and feelings of all the characters in the story.

Framing the Lesson: I will understand the different points of view and how
they are used within a story.

Writing – EXPLORE

● In an effort to prepare for an upcoming essay assignment, students will
focus on writing the body paragraphs.

● Review the purpose and components of a body paragraph.
● Randomly hand each student a “Meat & Bones” activity.
● Students are to read the introduction and memorable ending for the novel

on the activity, then infer and develop five (5) major events that could have
taken place in the “meat” of the story.

Technology

● Video on Plot
● Story Map with Terms
● Types of Conflict

Resource
● Index Cards
● Blank Story Map
● “Meat & Bones” Activity

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZwB8Je8FUXpOPPCOEzv2jIh_rXJK_PDb/view?usp=sharing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8h4AuIWSq2Q
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SKiCSIwFmpesW5vmfWMvKcYcVZztYk--/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e_YM3heaesUc7h2ZssBoCE9wqQp8HmKD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e_YM3heaesUc7h2ZssBoCE9wqQp8HmKD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YYwMb18rMU-pEBv3Kp8JJEMnuznLrsC2/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12MGjlbEycKOSLuaNkDJESDP_9NB8YRSt/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=105357749634735446799&rtpof=true&sd=true


● Assign students an activity through HMH. (Teacher’s Choice).
Teachers have the choice to give students HMH:Growth Reading
Measure exam.

Day 12

August 26th
Friday

6.1(A)
6.1(B)
6.1(D)
6.3(A)
6.4(A)
6.5(D)
6.5(E)
6.6(B)
6.6(D)

Reading – EXPLORE

Framing the Lesson: We will review various components of a piece of
fictional text.

● Focus Activity: Literary Nonfiction Day 3
● Review POINT OF VIEW by showing the “Brain Pop” video. or Flocabulary
● http://www.brainpop.com/english/writing/pointofview/
● https://www.flocabulary.com/unit/point-of-view/
● As a class, take the POV quiz from “Brain Pop”. or Flocabulary “Read &

Respond”
● Review STORY MAP terminology – introduction, rising actions,

climax/turning point, falling actions, resolution, conflict, etc.
● Show the video on CONFLICT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5AKgFsK7dk
● Review CONFLICT and RESOLUTION:

o CONFLICT https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJh_5ayj33w
o RESOLUTION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TInHWCnNu9Y&noredirect=1
● Review one of the fictional or literary nonfiction stories from Escalate

English, then as a class, develop a story map.
● Or Read the story Pax on page 97 in HMH. Have the students highlight any

words that show them the POV. Have them fill out a plot line sheet after
they read the story to check for understanding of the elements of the plot.

Honors- Checkpoint 3 Summary

Framing the Lesson: I will contribute my thoughts and ideas to assist in
developing a story map.

Writing – EXPLORE

● In an effort to prepare for an upcoming essay assignment, students will
focus on writing a conclusion.

● Show students the PowToon video on composing a conclusion.
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJMQWNd1TT8

Technology
● Assign students an activity regarding Figurative Language through

HMH. (Teacher’s Choice)

● Focus Activity
● “Brain Pop” Video
● “Brain Pop” Point of View

Quiz or Flocabulary
● Video Clips
● Story Maps
● Honors Checkpoint

Accommodations for
Special Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) Individual
Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v78fA9d-ke1-8tRHNYsH7eVflsFlXKHn/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=116440839383444482475&rtpof=true&sd=true
http://www.brainpop.com/english/writing/pointofview/
https://www.flocabulary.com/unit/point-of-view/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5AKgFsK7dk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NJh_5ayj33w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TInHWCnNu9Y&noredirect=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJMQWNd1TT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJMQWNd1TT8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YYwMb18rMU-pEBv3Kp8JJEMnuznLrsC2/view?usp=sharing

